mathematical methods combined with measurements of single-cell dynamics provide a means to reconstruct intracellular processes that are only partly or indirectly accessible experimentally. to obtain reliable reconstructions, the pooling of measurements from several cells of a clonal population is mandatory. however, cell-to-cell variability originating from diverse sources poses computational challenges for such process reconstruction. We introduce a scalable Bayesian inference framework that properly accounts for population heterogeneity. the method allows inference of inaccessible molecular states and kinetic parameters; computation of Bayes factors for model selection; and dissection of intrinsic, extrinsic and technical noise. We show how additional single-cell readouts such as morphological features can be included in the analysis. We use the method to reconstruct the expression dynamics of a gene under an inducible promoter in yeast from time-lapse microscopy data.
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Statistical inference of unobserved molecular states and parameters that characterize an intracellular process is instrumental for the advance of quantitative biology. Single-cell assays provide particularly informative data to perform this inference. They provide access to the stochastic nature of cellular processes and to the considerable cellular heterogeneity present in even a clonal population of cells.
From the viewpoint of inference, two classes of single-cell data may be distinguished. The first is population snapshot data, provided, for instance, by cytometry techniques [1] [2] [3] or FISH 4, 5 : with such data-when measured over time-any temporal behavior on the single-cell level is necessarily lost. The second class is timelapse live-cell data [6] [7] [8] , wherein individual cells can be followed over time and therefore contain information about the temporal behavior of molecular processes inside a single cell. Evidently, such information is extremely helpful for inference and renders live-cell measurements superior in this respect.
Recently we proposed a complete inference framework for population snapshot data 1 . In particular, cell-to-cell variability was mathematically accounted for, and time-lapse flow cytometry data were exemplarily used to infer kinetic parameters of a gene expression system in yeast. Here inference scheme for time-lapse live-cell data. A very different approach needs to be followed in order to fully use the information contained in such data.
Several inference techniques for stochastic chemical kinetics based on single-cell time-lapse data have been proposed recently [9] [10] [11] [12] . Their focus is largely on inference from observation of a single cell-trajectory because the extension to multiple trajectories is straightforward if one assumes no heterogeneity apart from that caused by the intrinsic noise of chemical reactions 13 . In practice, however, the pooling of several single-cell recordings-which is necessary to obtain reasonable estimates-generates difficulties due to extrinsic contributions to the observed heterogeneity of the cell population [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] : for example, due to differences in cell-cycle stage or cellular translation efficiency. Early attempts to devise inference techniques that account for such heterogeneity had limited scalability with respect to the number of pooled cells 18 . Here we develop a scalable inference scheme, for which the number of unknown parameters is independent of the population size. We used this approach in conjunction with time-lapse microscopy measurements to reconstruct dynamic states and parameters of induced gene expression in yeast.
results inference from heterogeneous live-cell data
We developed a comprehensive and scalable computational framework, dynamic prior propagation (DPP), for the inference of stochastic biochemical processes from pooled single-cell time-lapse measurements. The approach is based on a hierarchical Markov model ( Fig. 1) , accounting for cellular heterogeneity caused by intrinsic molecular fluctuations and extrinsic 13, 14 contributions. We model the latter through parameters that are believed to vary across pooled cells: for example, the protein translation rate. We refer to those parameters as 'extrinsic factors' and assume them to be time invariant throughout. Dynamically changing extrinsic factors 16, 17 complicate the inference problem considerably, and no practical solution is known to date. We assume that only a very limited number of the molecular species (i.e., only one in the case studies below) can be measured at discrete time points and that the measurements are corrupted by noise. For every inferred quantity, the framework returns a probability distribution characterizing how well this quantity is determined by the acquired data (posterior distribution).
In a straightforward attempt at inference, the number of unknown parameters would increase with the number of pooled cells 18 , making inference computationally very demanding for even modest population sizes. In contrast, DPP relies on a particular marginalization 19 of the biochemical process with respect to extrinsic factors, yielding a single dynamic model that represents the heterogeneous cell population in an exact manner. Instead of depending on the extrinsic factors of a cell, the resulting marginal process directly depends on how those extrinsic factors are distributed across the population. For instance, in the case of a randomly distributed translation rate, the process depends directly on the parameters of that distribution, such as the mean and variance (we refer to those parameters as 'extrinsic statistics'). The presented framework combines the marginal process with sequential Monte Carlo techniques 20 to yield a scalable inference algorithm. Image-based single-cell techniques can additionally capture morphological features of cells such as their volume or shape (Fig. 1) . Such features have been shown to correlate well with extrinsic factors 15, 21 ; in contrast to previous approaches (such as size normalization), DPP offers a principled way to leverage such additional information for inference. As with the extrinsic factors, we characterize morphological features by a distribution and subsequently infer the parameters of this distribution from data (Online Methods and Supplementary Note 1).
Application to simulated gene expression data
We first studied the proposed inference framework using simulated data of a simple two-state gene expression model 4 under realistic measurement conditions (Fig. 2a) . We assume that the target gene or promoter can be activated through an exogenous signal: for example, the binding of a transcription factor.
We simulated extrinsic variability by introducing a gammadistributed variability in the protein translation rate. We collected simulated data on 20 cells, on which we applied DPP using 10,000 Monte Carlo samples per measurement time instance (Fig. 2a,b) . We inferred posterior distributions over kinetic parameters, states, extrinsic statistics and an acquisition noise parameter that characterizes the measurement uncertainty. (Fig. 2b and  Supplementary Note 2) . Furthermore, we inferred states with respect to mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 2c) in two exemplary cells with different translation efficiencies.
The inferred posterior distribution over unobserved states can also be used to reconstruct promoter activation and transcription events (Fig. 3) . We simulated a double-pulsed induction of gene expression with the model described in Figure 2 . We used noisy versions of the simulated protein abundance at sparse time points as our available measurements and reconstructed mRNA and promoter dynamics using DPP. In general, the inverse problem of reconstructing promoter activation states from slow protein dynamics is considerably ill posed. However, we find that accurate detection of promoter states is indeed possible within the considered scenario (Fig. 3) . We note that reconstructing a promoter activation sequence by simply determining the maximum of the posterior distribution over promoter states ( Fig. 3) at each time point does not yield the desired activation sequence.
Application to experimental gene expression data
We used DPP to reconstruct the expression dynamics of an artificially controlled gene expression system in Saccharomyces cerevisiae based on hormone-dependent activation of the chimeric transcription factor GAL4DBD.ER.VP16 (GEV) 22, 23 . GEV consists of a strong transcriptional activator, made by fusing the GAL4 DNA-binding domain (GAL4DBD) with the hormonebinding domain of the human estrogen receptor 22 (ER) and the transcription-activating domain of the herpes simplex virus protein, VP16 (ref. 24) . In its inactive state, GEV associates with the Hsp90 chaperone complex and resides in the cytoplasm. Upon addition of β-estradiol to the extracellular medium, Hsp90 disassociates from the complex, and active GEV translocates to the nucleus, where it activates transcription of genes under a GAL1 promoter.
We engineered a strain that allows a combined readout of GEV translocation and β-estradiol-induced gene expression. A GEV-mCherry construct in combination with a nuclear marker allows computation of the ratio of nuclear to cytoplasmic GEV. The strain also carries a destabilized 25, 26 version of the Venus fluorescent protein (Y-Venus) under control of a GAL1 promoter (Online Methods and Supplementary Note 3).
We carried out fluorescence microscopy using a flow chamber for rapid media exchange. We exposed the cells to a 30-min pulse of 50 nM β-estradiol and analyzed 27 the movies generated from the time-lapse images to quantify GEV-mCherry nuclear localization and Y-Venus reporter gene expression in individual cells.
We performed calibration experiments with reference strains to map the recorded fluorescence intensities to total protein abundances (Supplementary Note 4) . On the basis of a one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we corrected for the time delay in protein measurements that arises from unmodeled sequential events such as mRNA export, post-transcriptional or post-translational We used 20 single-cell trajectories of Y-Venus abundance for subsequent analyses. We used the average translocation curve as input to our gene expression models, basing these on the assumption that translocation occurs uniformly across cells and given the high abundance of GEV.
modeling pGAl1 Y-Venus expression
We investigated three different models of eukaryotic gene expression and determined how well they are supported by our experimental data using Bayesian model selection. In addition to the canonical two-state model 4 ( Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 1a ) of a promoter, we considered a three-state model 28 wherein initiation-complex assembly is followed by a slow activation step representing either RNA polymerase binding or chromatin remodeling ( Supplementary Fig. 1b ) and a three-state model including a refractory state 7, 8 ( Supplementary Fig. 1c) . We repeated the model selection analysis multiple times to check the robustness of the obtained ranking (Supplementary Note 5). The two-state model consistently ranked best, and it was closely followed by the three-state model with a refractory state. We also performed a model selection for two competing models of measurement noise (i.e., normal and log normal) and found strong evidence for lognormally distributed noise (Supplementary Note 5).
model predicts mild bursting in the GeV-pGAl1 system
We used the experimental data to perform parameter inference, state reconstruction and promoter activity detection as described above for the synthetic case study (Fig. 4b) . Our model estimates an mRNA half-life of around 10 min and mRNA synthesis rate of six molecules per minute, results in line with previous findings 29 ; the latter value is above most reported rates for constitutively expressed genes 29 , which appears consistent with our use of the strong VP16 activator. This synthesis rate, together with the length of 850 bp for the Y-Venus protein and a reported elongation speed of 2 kb/min (ref. 30) for GAL-driven genes, indicates that there need to be roughly three RNA polymerases on average on the gene. We reconstructed states for two cells with different Y-Venus abundance (Fig. 5a) . The predicted timing statistics of the promoter activation sequences indicate that, for successful initiations, around 2.5 transcripts per active promoter state are produced on average, suggesting that transcription reinitiation, and thus mild bursting, takes place in this expression system. We performed additional experiments with 25 nM and 100 nM β-estradiol (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3) and validated the inferences of the calibrated model against these experimental results. The model predictions agree well with the experimentally obtained data across different concentrations of β-estradiol (Fig. 5b) . Further discussion of the obtained results and their comparison with other analytical and experimental work can be found in Supplementary Note 6. 
(t).
We assume a gamma-distributed heterogeneity in the translation efficiency, i.e., c 5 drawn from a gamma distribution G(α, (c 2 , c 3 , c 4 ) , the extrinsic statistics α and β and the scaling parameter ω of the log-normal acquisition noise. Two-dimensional posterior density plots are used to visualize the a posteriori correlations between pairs of parameters. DPP was performed using 10 (Fig. 5a) . Although two cells might show similar mRNA levels, one may express substantially more Y-Venus owing to a higher translation rate.
To test this further, we forward-simulated the inferred model to quantify the different sources of variability in the measured reporter abundance using the law of total variance (Online Methods). More specifically, we separated intrinsic, extrinsic and technical contributions to the overall variability (Fig. 6a) . We note that any systematic bias to the technical contributionfor instance, by the image segmentation algorithm-is not considered. The inferred model predicts that the variability in pGAL1 Y-Venus expression is substantially driven by extrinsic factors. This is further supported by the fact that a model that accounts only for intrinsic and technical noise fails to predict the cell-tocell variability in the data (Supplementary Note 7) .
We validated our predictions experimentally using an independent data set consisting of a dual-reporter (YFP-CFP) readout of the same promoter under identical experimental conditions (Supplementary Fig. 4) . We quantified intrinsic and extrinsic noise using a conventional approach 31 . We note that this approach does not account for technical variability (such as that due to image segmentation errors), which will hence be subsumed in the intrinsic and/or extrinsic parts. Our predicted noise contributions are in good agreement with the variance decomposition from the dual-reporter experiment across different concentrations of β-estradiol (Fig. 6b) and across time points (Fig. 6c and  Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Although the overall noise characteristics are well captured by the model predictions, deviations are visible at early time points. Although background fluorescence levels have been estimated and subtracted from the dual-reporter data, correlated residuals will persist owing to estimation uncertainties. Hence, in the case of very low abundances (i.e., at early time points), such residuals are likely to dominate and cause an overestimation of extrinsic contributions. 
npg morphological features and extrinsic variability
In addition to making use of protein measurements, DPP allows both incorporation of additional single-cell readouts such as morphological features and quantification of statistical dependencies between such readouts and a population's extrinsic factors. We hypothesized a dependency between volume increase during the observation time interval and the translation efficiency and quantified it using DPP (Fig. 6d) . Consistent with previous studies 14 , we found that volume increase positively correlates with translation efficiency but that it does not explain all extrinsic variability in the intensity trajectories. This provides evidence for the fact that simple normalization through morphological features (for example, forward scattering in flow cytometry data 1 ) cannot sufficiently correct for extrinsic variability in gene expression data.
discussion
Inference of stochastic dynamics of a cellular process from live-cell recordings of only one cell is inherently ill posed. Pooling even a few single-cell recordings substantially improves inference accuracy (Supplementary Note 8) . However, the large degree of extrinsic variability in such data adds complexity, and straightforward inference approaches cannot perform well with the added dimensionality. Our method rests on a recursive inference scheme, whose strength is achieved by marginalizing the dynamics of the process being studied over extrinsic factors and uncertain kinetic parameters. This has the following consequences. First, kinetic parameters are no longer sampled along with the dynamic states, which results in an improved accuracy of the desired posterior statistics (Supplementary Note 9) . Second, in the context of cell-to-cell variability, the marginalization yields better scalability with respect to the number of pooled cells and is therefore advantageous over previous approaches that require intermediate sampling of extrinsic factors 18 .
Our approach is related to the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter 20 , in which a set of linear dynamic states is marginalized out to reduce the dimensionality. It applies to any nonlinear reaction network with linearly parameterized propensities, such as those obtained by mass-action principles. We demonstrated the validity of the method in a simulation study of a two-state gene expression model (Figs. 2 and 3) .
When applied to an engineered β-estradiol-induced gene expression system in yeast, DPP together with the performed protein calibration measurements offers absolute estimates of kinetic parameters, unobserved molecular states and population heterogeneity. Hence, it allows the inference of several quantities and their uncertainty without dedicated experimental techniques for each quantity 4, 29 .
Our results are based on the two-state gene expression model because Bayesian model selection indicated less supportive evidence for more complex models. In particular, no refractory promoter state was evidenced by the data.
By pooling heterogeneous single-cell recordings, we used our model to dissect the different contributions to cell-to-cell variability, which traditionally requires experiments such as two-color assays 13, 31 . In line with previous studies on GAL-driven genes 28, 31 and with orthogonal dual-reporter data, we found that extrinsic noise is a substantial source of cell-to-cell variability for such genes. Moreover, we observed a characteristic decrease of the intrinsic noise components accompanying the increase in mean expression level over the course of induction, a pattern consistent with Poissonian noise.
We see clear evidence in favor of log-normally distributed noise, a result indicating that measurement errors scale with the measured fluorescence intensity. Incorporating morphological features 21 in addition to fluorescence data can increase the predictive power of computational models with respect to extrinsic factors. The statistical dependency between translation efficiency and volume increase extracted by the algorithm is coherent with earlier findings 14 that both quantities are positively correlated. For each time point, images were acquired at multiple positions using a motorized xy stage, and the focal plane was maintained using a Nikon Perfect Focus System. The microscope and peripheral hardware was computer controlled using µManager 32 . Respective cell chambers were treated with filtered solution of concanavalin A dissolved in PBS (1 mg/ml) for 30 min and were subsequently rinsed with PBS. Single colonies of the respective yeast strain were picked, inoculated in synthetic (SD) medium and grown overnight at 30 °C. The saturated cultures were then diluted and grown in log phase for at least two doubling times (>4 h). Before they were loaded into the imaging chambers, the cell suspensions were diluted again (OD 600 = 0.01) and briefly sonicated.
Pulse experiments. Single-cell traces were recorded by fluorescence microscopy with a 30-min induction pulse of 25, 50 and 100 nM β-estradiol. The pulses were done by switching between two hydrostatic-pressure (1 p.s.i.) driven flows (SD-full and SD-full + β-estradiol) using a three-way solenoid valve (The Lee Company) connected to the cell chamber (µ-Slide VI 0.4 , Ibidi). Owing to the mutually exclusive switching of the input sources, a constant flow through the cell chamber could be achieved. The valve was connected to a computer via a USB interface board (National Instruments) and controlled using custom software (Matlab, MathWorks). All connections were done using PTFE tubing.
Image analysis. All microscopy images were analyzed with the YeastQuant platform 27 . The GEV relocation and Venus expression time-lapse movies were segmented on the basis of the nuclear CFP image from the HTA2-CFP marker. The cell boundary was detected as a secondary object surrounding the nucleus on the basis of the mCherry image. The expression of the Y-Venus protein was quantified as the total intensity in the cell. The nuclear accumulation of GEV-mCherry was quantified as the ratio between the average intensity within the nucleus and the cytoplasm, respectively. The expression levels of the YFP-tagged proteins were measured with illumination conditions similar to those used for the Y-Venus imaging. The cells were segmented on the basis of two bright-field images, and the total cellular intensity of the cell was calculated.
where r j denotes the number of occurrences of reaction j in x.
As a consequence of this marginalization, the Markov property is lost. However, when augmenting the state space by the summary statistics
)
of the path x, the Markov property is recovered and, hence, stochastic simulation can be efficiently performed using available methods 37 . Mathematical proofs and derivations for the general multivariate case, the extension to morphological covariates and a simulation algorithm are given in Supplementary Note 1.
Statistical inference algorithm. As a general consequence of the above marginalization, it follows that any kind of parametric uncertainty linearly entering the propensities can be integrated out and directly encoded into the process dynamics. This seems generally useful from a Bayesian viewpoint, where parameters are characterized by prior uncertainty. For instance, if the ith rate parameter C i is associated with a known prior distribution, for example, C i ∼ G(α i , β i ), the marginal propensities are obtained in analogy to equation (1) . Marginalization with respect to every kinetic parameter in conjunction with a sequential Monte Carlo techniques leads to the proposed method, termed dynamic prior propagation (DPP). The goal of DPP is to compute the marginal posterior distribution 1  1  1  1  1  :  :  :  : , , ,
